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Karger Publishers

• Independent and family-run corporation since 1890
• Swiss-based, globally active (7 regional offices)
• Gabriella Karger, CEO
• Thomas Karger, Chairman
• 250 employees at Karger Publishers
Facts and Figures

• Over 100 journal titles (23 Open Access)
• 50 new book titles per year
• Publication language is 97% English
• 16,500 submitted manuscripts a year
• 170 Editors-in-Chief and 3,250 Editorial Board Members
• 12,500 Peer Reviewers
Karger Program

Covering most fields of medicine
Journal Program 2016

- Clinical & basic research: 51%
- Basic research: 17%
- Clinical research: 29%
- Review journals: 3%
23 Open Access journals, plus the option to publish any paper as Open Access in almost all subscription journals across the entire biomedical spectrum.
Book program
Karger Partners
Karger Regional Offices

• S. Karger GmbH, **Deutschland** (Freiburg)
• Karger Publishers, **USA** (Unionville, CT)
• Karger **Japan**, Inc. (Tokyo)
• Karger **South East Asia** (Kuala Lumpur)
• Karger **China** (Shanghai)
• Karger **India** (New Delhi und Chennai)
• Karger **Thailand** (Bangkok)

Karger Sales Representatives with Agents: **Brazil** (Sao Paulo), **France** (Paris), **Russia** (Moskau)
Asia
Karger Editorial Division Asia helps local biomedical research experts to communicate their findings and make them visible worldwide.

Americas (as of August 1, 2016)
The US are still one of the most important scientific markets.
To be closer to its pulse, the new Editorial Division Americas will coordinate editorial work from the US office and also explore the growing markets of South America.